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ABSTRACT 

Isoscalar electric quadrupole strength distributions in 

nuclei are surveyed, and it is concluded that the strength is 

shared, in e»st cases, roughly equally between low-lying transitions 

and the giant quadrupole state. The ssae is not true of the 

isovector case. A siaple extension of the schematic aodel gives a 

remarkably successful description of the data, and emphasises the 

vital importance of the coupling between high-lying and low-lying 

quadrupole •odes. The standard simple representation of the giant 

quadrupole resonance as produced by operating on the nuclear 

ground state with the quadrupole transition operator is not applicable 

to the iseecalar case. It is sujgested that giant resonances fail 

iat* bread classes of siailar states, with considerable qualitative 

differences between the distinct classes. 



I. introduction. 

With the recent upsurge of interest in giant aultipole 

states other then the classical giant dipole resonance (GOR), a 

considerable experimental effort has succeeded in establishing the 

probable existence of a number of giant aultipole resonances '. 

Perhaps the best established of these is the giant isoscalar 

electric ejiaarupole resonance, which has been identified at an 

excitation energy of about 63 A~ MeV in a vide range of nuclei. 

Given the long-standing iaportance of the quadrupole degree of 

freedoa for the qualitative understanding of nuclear dynaaics, as 

epitomized by its central role in the description of collective 

phenoaena" in nuclei, it is clearly of interest to consider the 

details of nuclear quadrupole strength, at both lox and high 

excitation energies. 

The standard discussion of the subject, ss presented so 

clearly by tear aad Hottelsea ', distinguishes between lorn-energy 

quadrupole nodes, which enter into the description of vibrational 

nuclei and whose incipient instability is responsible for the 

transition to deformed, rotational nuclei, and bigh-energy quadrupole 

•odes, which are expected to be auch aore saoothly-behaved, 

insensitive to shell effects, aad to show up aainly as giant 

resonances or, indirectly, through their influence on the effective 

charges needed to describe quantitatively the low-energy E2 

transition strengths. Since the low-energy node is so close to 

instability and so sensitive te details of nuclear structure and 

forces, no broad qualitative picture of its properties can be 
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attempted. 0» tk* other hand, tha well-behaved high-energy aodas 

ara amenable to such a qualitative treatment with astonishingly 

aucoassful rawlts. What is lacking in such an approach is SOB* 

understanding «f taa relationship between the high-lying and 

lK-lying E2 strength, if say. 

Several datailad calculations of the E2 strength distribution 

have bean performed, and a considerable degree of sophistication 

has been achieved". These calculations suffer however, from a 

number of shortcomings which hamper a broad, qualitative understanding 

of the phenomena. They require the specification of a specific 

nuclear force, with the attendant freedom in the fixing of appropriate 

parameters and uncertainty as to tha fundamental justification for 

the use of a particular force (generally refered to as "affective" 

in order to amphaaiie this uncertainty), and they have generally 

bean performed only in nuclei of vary special structure - in most 

cases, doubly closed-shell nuclei. Evan tha basic theoretical 

framework of the calculations is somewhat shaky, involving usually 

approximations whose limits ara not fully understood and the 

systematic impravement of which is generally not feasible. Without 

in any way denigrating tha impressive results which have bean 

obtained it is clear that there is room for a lass detailed, mora 

intuitive and breeder visw of the subject. 

The classical ODR is characterized by three dominant features 

which conferred am it its long-lived interest and importance - it is 

a universal phenamamen, occurring in all nuclei which have bean 

investigated; it is amiithly-varylng. shifting slowly in energy and 

width with mass number and shewing as striking nuclear structure 



affactt (ascent tka splitting,, or bieodeaiag, associated with tha 

onset of nuclear deferaatiea); aad it absorbs tha vast bulk of 

tka iaavactar El trauitiaa sttaagth frea the auclear ground stata. 

It would ha raaaaaabla ta aaak far siailar characteristics ia tha 

giant euedruaeta ressaaace (CQR). The characteristics of 

universality sad sneeth aees-auaber dopoadoaco ara reasonably vail 

established far tha laaaaatar fiQR. seaeuhat lass so for tht isovtctor, 

but it is aat at all claar that tha vast bulk of the-E2 transition 

strtagtk is ceacoatrated ia these resonaar.es, siaca tha strength 

of tha low-lying E2 transitiaaa ia aaay nuclti is exceedingly larga. 

Of course, if aaargy weighted strtngthis considered, tha collactivity 

of low-lying statas Is reflected alsa ia thtlr vary saall associattd 

traasitioa energies, sad tha giant resaaaacas thus doainate. 

However, it ia not aacassarily tha energy-weighted strangth that is 

of sigaificanct ia dealing aith U transitions. 

This paper is concerned with tba systaaatiiation of observed 

data an E2 strength in nuclei an* vith tha attaaat to arrive at a 

siaple, qualitative picture af the distribution af this strength. 

The extensive data ia the literature on quadrupole transition strength 

in light evea-even nuclei is suaaarized in section 2 and a 

reasonably ceasisteat picture obtained. Tha standard sohr-Mottelaon 

treataeat is briefly leeioducod ia sactiea 3, uhila section 4 

includes saaa discussion of tha rale of sua rules ia both theory and 

analysis of the eaperiaeatal data. Section S preoeats aa eapirical 

survey af E2 data ia a large Beaker of auclei, based an a feu 

resonablt siaplifyiag aseaaatieas and producing a aithaat rather 

uaexpected picture. This picture turns out to be intelligible i* 
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tens of a slight extension of the venerable schematic model of 

•rown and lolsterli , which brings into proaiaence the vital 

coupling between high-lying and low-lying E2 strength. A stannary 

and son* additional discussion are contained in the final section. 

2. E- strength in light nuclei. 

light nuclei have the advantage that their level spectra are 

quite sparse; particularly in the even-even nuclei, so that the 

investigation of individual transitions to or from the ground state 

is simplified. As a result a considerable anount of data has been 

acunulated on E2 transitions strengths, supplemented in recent years 

by a growing collection of inelastic hadron-scattering data. It 

thus becoaes possible to obtain a fairly clear picture of the 

distribution of E2 strength in these nuclei, with a distinction 

between isoscalar and isovector strengths being inposed by the 

T'O nature of the ground states. No attenpt has been aade here 

to perforn a complete literature search and detailed data evaluation, 

but an effort has been made to collect overlapping information from 

various sources in order to produce •» relatively complete description. 

The data will be presented for a number of light, even-even, self-

conjugate nuclei in order of increasing mass number. 

In all the nuclei considered here, the strength seen is 

essentially isoecalar, with a few isolated isovector transitions. 

The data is analysed partly la tanas of the the model-independent 

isoscalar E2 energy-weighted sua rule5' (EMM), given by 
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Si I CEn-E0) »(E2; (>«) . J|_ l i l A<r
2> (2.1) 

where • is the proton aass and the reaainiag notation is standard. 

Inelastic hadroa-scattering data is generally quoted in terms of 

percentages of the HSR, and is based on a staple collective aodel 

of the nucleus . In the following, the strengths quoted in the 

literature are generally normalized to low-lying strengths obtained 

from lifetiae aeasureaeats or low-energy electron scattering, with 

the quoted relative strengths being naintained unchanged. This 

rraoraalization of the hadronic data is occasionally quite sizeable. 

2.1 ^ 

?) 12 

There is not auch data ' on EJ strength in C. The first 

excited 2* at 4.439 MeV has a itE-'J to ground of 7.80*0.13 e2fa4, 

while a T«l excited 2* at 16.107 MeV has a t&Z) to ground of only 

0.953*0.069 e fa (though a recent electron-scattering aeasureaent ' 

claias less than half this strength). The 4.4HeV transition 

exhausts 12.2's of the EnSR. Inelastic a scattering detects E2 

strength at 4.4, 15.3, IS.3, 21.3 and 26.2 MeV. with the lowest 

energy state taking 9.9% of the EWSR. Kenormalizint; in accordance 
with the lifetiae data, the four high energy transitions have a 

total strength to ground of 2.38 e'fa (31* of the strength of the 

lowest transition/ and take up 15.2* of the ENSR. This strength 

distribution is confined by a recent (a, a'c) coincidence experiment ' 

The centrold of the high-lying transitions is at 22 MeV (..SO A'l/3MeV) 

with an r.a.s. spread o." 4 MeV, and '"Q. of the EMM is as yet 
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undetected. It Is certainly open to question whether the GQR has 

been sees la 1ZC. 

2.2 w O 

Lifetime and loo-energy electron-scattering data ' are 

available for 2* states at 6.92 MeV (*E2«) « 8.02*0.21 e2fn4, 

11.8 % of E M U ) . 9.*S H*Y (l(C2t) • 0.08±0.01 e2fa4, 0.2% of EWSR) 

and 11.52 MeV (1(12+) • 3.7410.11 e2f*4, 9.2% of EWSR). Inelastic 

a scattering 'tees these three transitions, and a further eleven 

transitions, ranging from 13 MeV to 24.4 MeV, but clustered nainly 

above 18 MeV. The Ion-lying transitions take 11.6%, 0.8% and 10.2% 

of the EHSR, remarkably consistent with the lifetime data. The 

eleven high-lying transitions have a total strength to ground of 

11.41 e fir (96% of the strength of the three low-lying transitions) 

and exhaust 50.2% of the ENS*. High-energy electron-scattering 

data ' is compatible with the low-lying transitions, but only roughly 

compatible with the high-lying 0>,a') data. It also contains some 

additional strength around 15-16 MeV. The ccntroid of all 

transitions above the lowest is at It.3 MeV («4b A"1/3MeV), with an 

r.a.s. spread of 5.1 MeV, and 30% of the ENSR is as yet undetected. 

The clustered E2 strength between II and 25 MeV (.with a centroid at 

21.3 MeV$4A"1/3 MeV and an r.a.s. spread of 2.1 MeV, and exhausting 

46% of the M M ) begin* to resemble a GQR. (Note that, for a 

Gaussian peek, the full width at half maximum is 2.35 times the 

r.a.s. spread). 
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2.3 fS. 

Ufctia* data141 is availablt for 2* statas at 1.634 NcV 

(1(E:*) > *7s4 *:ta*. IS.3* of EMSR) and 7.829 *>V IBLE2+) • 
y 4 

2.4±0.3 e fa , 2.6% of ENSR), besides indicating weak transitions 

(<1 a:fa4) at 7.421 and 9.501 HtV and a T>1 state at 10.272 MtV 

(i(E2*) • 0.32±0.09 e2fa4). Tha (.a.a') data9) S M th« first transition 

with 16.3% of Ik* m m . and four sort transitions at 12.9, 13.9. IS.2 

and It.4 MaV Kith a total strength to ground of 9 a2fa4 (is* of th* 

EM U ) , in addition to a broad bunp with ctntroid 22.4 MaV and r.n.j. 

spread S.S MeV with a total strength to ground of 10.S e'fa4 (331 of 

th* EWSK). A high-energy electron scattering experiment , with 

a aod*l-d*p*nd*nt analysis (.th* GOR Bust be removed fro* the data, 

using either the Goldhaber-Teller or Steinw*d*l-J*ns*n aodel) and 

unable to distinguish aonopole froa quadrupole strength, has a siailar 

strength distribution to the (a,a') experiment, though the total 

strength seen is audi larger. This nay indicate the presence of 

substantial aonopole strength at the energies here investigated, which 

would not be unreasonable. Although the high-lying E2 strength is 

spread over a wide energy range, and 30* of tk* EMS*, is as yet 

undetected, soaethini rcseabling a GO* is indicated by the data. 

:.4 :4Mg 

This is possibly th* aost extensively studied of all the 

light nuclei licm th* point of view of E2 strength, and data is 

available fraa a wide rang* »' experiaents. Uf*tia* and low-energy 

el*ctroa-scatt*ring data ' ar* available for fiv* transition* 
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below 11 MtV - 1.369 MtV (B(E2+) > 86.09tl.74 t2tu*, 13% of the 

ENSR), 4.23* MtV (I(E2+) • 4.S110.43 «2fa4, 2t of th* ENSR), 

7.34* MtV (l(E2t) • 1.1910.30 *2fa4, 1* of the EKSR), 9.002 MeV 

(B(E2+) • 0.6910.13 *2fa4, It of th* ENSR) and 10.357 M*V (»(E2+) < 

1.S410.43 *2fa4, 2t of th* ENSR) - and let very low upper limits on 

several weak transitions betmen 8.5 and 10.7 MeV. Additional 

(*,*') data ', not included in the above tabulation, also indicate 

E2 strength at 9.30 MtV (HE2+) • 2.2810.26 e2fa4, 2\ of the EKSR), 

10.94 MeV (l(E2+) • 1.4610.46 **fa4. 2% of tht ENSR), 11.S MtV 

(1(120 -0.710.2 *2fa4. It of th* ENSR), 12.S2 MtV (K(E2t) • 

0.4410.01 * 2fa\ It of th* ENSR) and 12.99 MeV (»(E2+) > 0.7410.12 e2fa4, 

It of th* I N M ) . This rich collection of data ttotalling 26t of the 

INS*) is supplemented by extensive measurements of inelastic hadron 

scattering, soa* of which overlap with the electromagnetic data and 

allow scat (valuation of th* reliability of th* relative strengths 

deduct*. 

Inelastic a scattering data ' froa various sources reflect 

E2 strength at energies up to 32 MeV as does radiative a-capture * 

OR N*. They are reasonably coapatibl* with one another, and 

produce a fairly consistent picture, with roughly '0* of th* ENSR 

in th* region 13 to 32 MeV. However, th* relative strengths of the 

Ion-lying transitions, at obtained froa ia,ci') data, art rathtr 

strongly at variance with the electromagnetic strengths -

normalizing to the lowest 2* state, son* higher 2* strengths differ 

by a factor of two or aor*. This serves at a reminder that at 

best a s*ai-*Mt)titativ* description of th* E2 strength distribution 

can be extracted froa til th* data available. This conclusion is 

http://86.09tl.74
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strengthened when inelastic proton* and "He scattering" data, 

arc included. The agreement of the extracted strengths with those 

obtained from the inelastic a data is again reasonable, with 

sizeable quantitative discrepancies arising from the comparison 

Kith electromagnetic data. 

Information on E2 strength in Hg is obtained also from 

24 22) 
somewhat Bore exotic source*. Electrofission of Mg reveals ' a 

2* peak at 22.8 HeV, of width less than 1 MeV. For comparison, the 

centroid of four Ca.a') peaks between 21 and 24 HeV lies at 22.76 HeV, 

with an r.a.s. spread of 1.16 HeV, a rather remarkable agreement. 

In addition, sub-Coulomb 2* resonances in C« C scattering are 

23) 
observed ' at seven energies between U and 21 HeV, confirming 

the existence of E2 strength at these energies. These expcrinenc< 

emphasize that E2 strength in the giant quadrupole region nay well 

be associated with exotic decay channels. 

The very broad distribution of E2 strength between 9 and 32 HeV, 

exhausting 73% of the EWSR, has its centroid at 1S.1 HeV (»52A"l/3MeV), 

with an r.a.s. spread of 6.2 HeV, and has a total E2 strength to 

ground of 35.82 e'fa4 (39* of the summed strength of the three 

low-energy transitions). R is probably fair to conclude that the 

Gq*. in •4Mg has beer observed, but that it is very widely fragmented. 

An attempt is mad* in fig. 1 to display the data from various 

sources in order to produce a qualitatively reliable picture of th» 

E2 strength distribution in this nucleus. 



2.S 2 8
Si 

The E2 stnagth of six statos is determined by lifetiae 

and low-energy (•,••} data16', a* follows - 1.779 MsV (B(E2+) -

65.7x1.9 e2f»4, 11% of the ENS*). 7.381 MsV (B(E2+) • 1.7S±0.44 e2f«4, 

1% of EOT*), 7.417 HsV (»(E2+) > 0.95±0.11 e2f«4, It of E«SR), 

7.933 HaV (l(E24) • 1.07±0.54 e2f»4 It of ENS*), 8.259 MsV (B(E2+) • 

0.13*0.06 e2f»4. essentielly 0t of tha ENSR), and 9.497 HsV (l(E2+)» 

1.29*0.56 s2f»4, It of E M C ) . la addition, a weak T-l state occurs 

at 9.3*1 NtV. Mors racaat alactron-scattarini data241 ineludts 

additional E2 strength at 9.410 HsV CO.64 s2fa4), 10.513 HtV (0.70 

a2fa4), 10.107 HaV (0.60 s2fsi4), 11.148 HsV (1.43 s2fa4) and 

12.072 HsV (0.:-; e 2f» 4), taking up an additional 4t of ths ENSR. 

9 25) 
Inslastic a-scattering data ' noraalizad to tha lowst transition, 

ara reasonably consistsnt with the tlactroaagnstic data, and shot 

additional E2 strength sprsad ovsr tha ragion of 13 to 23 MsV, 

though soaa of tha apparent E2 strength any ba E3 or EO. This 

additional strsngth aanuats to 31% of tha ENS*. Ones again, 

clectrofissioa data2*' skew a 2* psak, at 28.3 HsV and of width 5 MsV, 

whil* sub-Coulonb 1 2 O 1 6 0 data27' hava 2* psaks at 23.32 and 23.85 

MsV in Si, so additional E2 strsngth is indicated bsyond the upper 

energy liait of the (a,o') data, below which only 30* of tha ENSR is 

exhausted. All the strength above tha lowest transition totals 

27.92 eZfa4 (4tt of tha strength of tha lowest transition alone), 

has its ceattoid at 1S.4 HaV (•47A*1/S MsV) and ar r.a.s. spread of 

4.1 HsV, and exhausts 40t of tha ENS*. Vary recant (a,e') data21' 

indicate Isaecalar E2 strength centered at 17 MsV (spread over 
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15-20 NtV) with a m i l aaeuat of suck strength at 24 MeV. 

Isovoctor E7. strength is dotoctod ia tho region of 22-42 NtV. 

One* aore is is clear that the GQK is widely frnar-ntod. but it 

would bo of considerable iatertit to sot how auch of the E2 strtngth 

lits in the 23 to 30 NtV region, where the 1 2 O U 0 decay channel is 

populated. 

32e 2.6 

Three E2 transitions «an be deteraintd froa lifetiat data1*' 

(including tern* (»,•') and Couloab excitation input), naaely 2.230 

MtV (1(124) • 60.4*2.2 t2fB*, 10% of the ENS«), 4.202 NtV (»(E2+) • 

1.011.3 e 2fa\ 31 of the M M ) , and 5.540 MtV (0(124) • 0.7110.20 t2fn4, 

roughly 1/2% of tht WHO.). Inelastic a scattering2*' sees a 

concentration of E2 strength with centroid 10.4 NtV (•5»A~1/3MtV) 

and r.a.s. spread 3.0 NtV, containing roughly 32% of the ENSR. More 

than 50% of the ENS* reaains undetected. 

2.7 ^Ar 

Lifttin* data ' indicate E2 transition strengths for states 

at 1.970 HtV (i(E2+} • 60.US.2 e:fa4, 7% of ENSR) and 4.441 NtV 

(»(E2+) • 2.9010.S3 e2fa4, 1% of M S * ) , with a week transition 

(<0.1 e2fa4) at 4.32* NeV, a T'l statt at 6.611 NtV (0(E24) • 

** 4 • 

0.50:0.21 *"fa ) and • possibly strong transition froa a 2 state 

at 4.OSi HeV (.tht aueted upper liait on the lifeline inalying 

>(E24) >4.S e:ftt4J. Inelastic a scattering 2,) again produces a 

broad tuna, centroid 11.3 NtV (•60A"1/3NtV), r.a.s. spread 2.4 NtV 

and containing about 4?'. of the IMC. Though 40% of the KnJR 
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reaains undetected the high-energy E2 strength is clearly 

becoaiag aore concentrated, while the energy approaches the 

"canonical" 63 A*l/SNeV. The detailed picture of 24Mg end 28Si 

is certainly not achieved here, but there is an indication of the 

qualitative change painted out earlier whereby on shifting tu 

nmss nunber greater than 40 the nature of the GQR changes, 

becoaing nor* coapact and pronincnt. 

S.3 ^ 

Lifetime data are available for five low-lying 2* states, 

namely 3.SOS MeV (l(E2+) • 18.411.1 c:fa4, 4% of the ENSR}, 5.349 MeV 

(»(E2+) > 1.04±0.26 e2fa4, about 1/2% of the ENSR), 5.630 MeV 

(1.72±0.48 e2«e4, again 1/2% of the ENSR), 6.909 Hey (B(E2+) < 

12.7*2.8 e2fa4, 4% of the ERSK) and 7.467 MeV (B(E2+) < 3.5: 2.1 

eZfa4, 1% of the ENSR). High-energy (e.e') data301 put additional 

E2 strength, aaounting to 66% of the ENSR, in the energy range 10 to 

25 MeV (no strength observed above 22 MeV), with its centroid at 

roughly 16 MsV. Inelastic proton scattering ' sees 45-50% of the 

E M M with a centroid at la.O NaV (»62 A ~ l / i MeV), while inelastic 

a scattering28,32' sees 42% of the ENSR peaking at 18.0 MeV and 

with full width at half aaxiaua 3.5 MeV, plus an additional 7% of 

the M M at M.l MeV, FMHM 1.4 MeV. Results consistent with these 

are obtained in a (%*. °He*a) exneriaent '. Again, 30% or nor* 

of the M M i* niacin*, hat a fairly well-defined GQR is observed. 

with *oe« fraaaentatiea persisting. 
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2.9 Summary of light-nucleus data. 

A remarkably complete picture of E2 strength distributions 

in light even-even nuclei has been achieved, with the situation in 

24 
Mg being particularly veil-determined. The E2 strength shows 

up in one very strong low-energy transition (with 0 ami Ca the 

only nuclei showing a second low-lying transition of comparable 

strength to the first), and in a broad high-energy distribution, 

fairly compact around A-40 and becoming very much more fragmented 

with falling mass number. In most cases, there is considerable 

missing strength, amounting to 30% or more of the EtfSR, chough the 

24 "*B 

example of Mg (and perhaps Si) seems to indicate that this 

might be due to a fairly small amount of strength at energies 

somewhat above those where the high-energy strength concentrates. 

On passing over to heavier nuclei, several of the 

qualitative features noted above persist, and become even more 
1 29 311 prominent. The GQR is clearly seen ' ' ' at an energy close 

to 63 A '3 MeV, and exhausting 70t of the ENSR in medium nuclei, 

almost 100% in heavy nuclei. There is one strong low-lying E2 

transition. Though there is little or no indication of isovector 
28 E2 strength in the light nuclei (except for some evidence in Si 

and 0 ) , an isovector GQR at very high energy is indicated ' in 

heavier nuclei. 
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3. The standard picture of the GQK. 

Tha standard pictura of giant vibrational excitations 

of tha wcloar "fluid" is due to Bohr and Mottelson, and is 

described at length in their book '. There is clearly little 

point in reproducing their discussion here, but for the sake of 

completeness the aain ideas will be briefly sketched and some 

' relevant points •upended upon. A very clear summary of the Bohr-

Hottelson approach is presented in Nottelson's Varenna lectures34'. 

3.1 The high-energy collective quadrupole node. 

Tha fundamental idea is that, in a pure single-particle 

picture ot non-interacting nueleona, aultipole strengths in genera], 

and isoscaiar ouedrupole strength in particular, occur in narrow 

clusters reasonably veil separated in energy. It than Bakes sense 

to consider a specific cluster of E2 strength, say that centered 

around 2hu in a hamonic-oscillator-like picture, as representing 

a well-defined node, and to investigate the behavior of the 

corresponding coherent vibration when the interactions between the 

particles is switched on. (As aentioned in the introduction, no 

such simple picture is expected to hold for the low-energy node 

at ORu excitation). 

The single-particle basis is defined by the average field 

due to the nacioon aucloon interaction, and will change when the 

single-particle density changes due to the excitation of the 

vibrational mean.- a dynamic self-consistency which couples the 

single particle degrees of freedom to the collective vibrational degree 

of freedom. The result of thi* coupling is a change in the vibrational 
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potential energy and hence a shift of the energy of the node from 

its unperturbed position at 2Ru. 

The intention is to describe the notion of the system in terns 

of a collective ausdruaole coordinate a,. The unpeiturbed 

vibrational node is determined by the collective Haailtonian 

Ho ' 7 Do"2 * 2 Coa2 (3>1) 

Excitation of the vibrational node gives rise to a change in the 

density of the system, &P(t), and hence to a change in the self-

consistent single-particle potential, <3V(r"). The basic assumption 

is that both changes nay be considered approximately proportional 

to the collective coordinate a?. 

Sp{?) • a2 F(f) 

SVCft • *a2 f(f)
 (3-2J 

where F(r) and f(?) are functions to be determined and k is a 

strength parameter which will be given by a further condition. The 

consistency conditions to be satisfied may be written: 

i\(f) « M?-?') 6o(.T) d3?' 

^ kaj - ^MT) SV(r) d3? 

where v is the (short-range) two-nucieon interaction and the second 

eq. 13.3), which determines k, defines the additional vibrational 

energy due to the particle-vibration coupling. Note that a Hartree 

approximation is adopted in which exchange terms art neglected so 

as to allow a treatment purely in terms of the diagonal single -

particle density ;(?). 
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Ik* virion* parameters appearing in the above equations are 

•OH detentfned by appeal to various sua rales. As long as the 

discussion is restricted to energy-weighted sua rules, the fcigh-

eMrgy node i t the oily one effective, since the low-energy node is 

essentially at sero energy, and does not contribute. As a further 

simplification, the clustering of E2 strength is used to approximate 

the excitation energy of all states contributing to the sun rule 

by a constant, 410, which in the unperturbed situation would be 

siaply MM. 

The aass par—at or D (whose unperturbed fore. DQ occurs in 

ee.. (3.1)) Is found, following Suiuki35), frc* the ENSR (so,. (2.1)) 

and frsa the lero-poiat energy of the vibration. 

| DO2. <0|o2|0> • jVltfl 
(3.4) 

S2 * J(BB-Eo)l
<»l<»2l0>|

2»«l.<0|o2|0> 

Coabining these equations, 
2 

D.*/2S 2 (3.S) 

aad is independent of the vibrational energy provided the ENS*, is 

not changed by the coupling. It is reasonable to keep S2 constant 

whoa tha coupling is introduced so that the aass parameter D retains 

always its anaartwissd value, and is liven by eq. (3.S). ' It is 

useful also ta recall the connection 

<=„ • DoaJ • * » \ (3.6) 



It 

Tk« fMctiMS F(f) and f(ft. and through tken tke coupling 

strengtk k, a n tktaiaad following Noble3**; «it*rtfce sua m l * 

J(E,,-Eo)<»|a2|0>%a|S()(?)|0> • SjF(?) (J ?) 

- {<Oltaj.lH.pC*) I]|0> 

Neglecting tka contribution to the doublc coaautator of the potential 

energy aait at tka Haniltoniaa H (which is wall justified for tha 

isoscalar auadruaola sua rule), and recalling the usual definition 

of the collective variable o,, 

a- • /d1? Q(*)p(r) 
^ (3.«) 

Q(r) • 3z2-r2 

it is straightfecuard to obtain371 

ukere it it assuaed tkat tka ground-state density p0(?) is spherical. 

The raaaiaiag function f(r) is given directly by tke first eq. (3.3) 

and tke first eq. (3.2), the strength paraaeter k by the second 

eq. (3.3). 

f(r) « p /dJr' v(?.f) t(t •) 

(3.10) 

£ ka| • $ o2/*SrVd3f'p(f) v(f-P) «(?) 

Tke snort-range interaction v is now aearexineted3** by a delta-

function farce, and tne ground-state single-particle potential VQ 

by a Hartrae eipressiea in tens af pQ. It is thou aasaaad tkat 

VQ any be aaaceaiaated by a karasaic eecillater uellJ4,J*->, and it 

follous that 

http://%7b%3cOltaj.lH.pC*
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t(?) • Q(r) 

"•-V- - - K »•»> 

It i* of *OB» interest to note, as pointed out by Suzuki and 

HiaaaaraM>, that tko foim appearing karo, i-g£ o r r'ar> is 

different fraa that obtained ia tka usual expansion of equidensity 

or esjulpotoatial surfacas ia Con* of quadrupole surfaca distortions ' 

which preducee r ¥ or r|p. (Ika saw fora that is obtainad hara 

also follows by assuming tht Kao-Falliaros sua rule to be saturated 

by a single stateJ,)). 

Slace the perturbed Naailtonian is |iven by 

H.^OoJ*^CoaJ:*^ka? 

" 1 Do 5* * 3<co*k)a2 

(3.12) 

fifi 

(3.13) 

which is the standard Bohr-Mottelson result' ,34) 

3.2 Coupling of low-energy and high-energy aodes. 

The existence of the particle-vibration coupling, iaplies also 

a change ia the unperturbed wave functions and a corresponding 

ronoraaUiatioa of the transition strength between low-lying states. 

It is a n wad that the states of the nucleus any be denoted |a >, 

where a.b.c... represent soae basic set of unperturbed states (at 



OftW excitation); and SPO.1,2,... represents the nunber of collective 

quadrupele excitations. The particle-vibration coupling is 

la, Q(f) and the transition operator is cu«Q(?). 

To lowest order in perturbation theory, the perturbed 

nuclear states.ja> arc given by 

IV" IV 
<b1|a,Q|a> 

fc|^raflV 

t . < bol°2QlV , < b,|ajQ|.j> 

V • 'V * k I frtt-i. I V - k 6 tbd.-k* I": 

13.") 

Y 

from which it follows that 

<-.l*«2lV " "ol'IV I1 - (Jife -tV)' 1 a " b J 

IE "E >|< a|Q|c>r 
<a |Q*a,,a.> = a [l-2fc Z—i—£ , - ] (3.1S) 

0 ' * Cffi)Z - (Ea-Ec)* 

where a » ̂ llajl n»0> and a* «"?£ . 

Nhen the energy differences EJ-E(. are nuch snaller than the 

collective excitation energy ISO, these expressions nay be simplified. 

A transition between two low-lying states is multiplied by the 

p5~ = 4 (since O C 0 factor (1 - - ) " * 4 (since O C »k« -k), while the transition froa 

low- to high-lying .states is aultiplied by a factor Cl-j-^-jjjy ) • 

where AE is an average value of Ea-Ee and Tj and Tj are the unperturbed 

transition strengths g|<a|Q|c>| , to low-lying states, and o£, to 

high-lying states, respectively. The latter will ecnerally be a vny 

snail enhancement. 



4. Quadripole sun rules 

It is clear that sua rules play a significant role in rhe 

discussion of giant resonances. The substantial role of sua rules 

both in the data analysis of section Z and in the qualitative 

theory of section 3.1 is quite obvious. Two sua rules are of 

particular interest - the ENSR and its counterpart the non-energy-

weighted sua rule (NENSR) 

T = I l(E2,0*n) » <0|M(E2)*«M(E2)|0> [4.1) 
1*0 

Although the isoscalar E2 ENSR is very accurately nodel-independent9', 

both the isovector ENSR and the two NENSR are aodel-dependent 

quantities, the two latter being particularly sensitive to long-range 

ground-state correlations,the former to short-range correlations. 

One of the .defining criteria of the GDft eaphasized in the 

introduction is that it takes essentially all the isovector El 

transition strength froa ground. This criterion is experiaentally 

accessible for tke dipole case, since photoabsorbtion experiments 

allow the determination of the dipole strength distribution, and the 

aeasureaeat of the aaount of strength in the GDR itself. Both 

energy-weighted and non-energy-weighted strength are accessible, and 

the former can be related to the classical ENSR, generally referred 

to as the TRK sua. Modern experiments indicate that the ENSR is 

roughly twice the TRK sua39). For nuclei lighter than '")Ca, the 

published data allow a detailed look at the distribution. 



The Mainz data M ) oa U C . l 60, :7A1 and 40Ca show that 

roughly 5S% of the measured EWSR (namely roughly one TRK sua) coaes 

froa the energy region 10-3S MtV. The saae energy region contributes 

about 7S% of the measured NEHSR. Thus, the aeasured dipoie strength 

is concentrated in the vicinity of the COR, with some strength 

going into a high-energy tail which accounts for about half of the 

EMR. 

For the case of the quadrupole strength, no such direct 

experimental probe is available. However, some simple theoretical 

estimates C M he performed, aiming at a qualitative understanding 

of the strength distribution. 

4.1 Isovector quadrupole EWSR 

In a previous publication ', it was shown that fairly 

simple estimates of the exchange correction to the GDR EWSR gave 

reasonable agrlament with experiment and even reproduced quite 

well the relative importance of different contributions as evaluated 

in far more sophisticated calculations. The same techniques will 

be used here to estimate the enhancement factor for the isovector 

quadrupole EWSR. 

The ENSR is expressed in terms of a double commutator in 

the usual way, 

S • EIE.-EJ ICE2.1; (Hi) 
1 . C4.2) 

» i<0|[M(E:,i: , [H. M(EI,l)]]|0> 

where MIE2.I] is the isovector electric quadrupole operator and 

the Haailtoaian H contains both kinetic and potential energy terms. 

The contribution of the kinetic energy is the same as the isoscalar 
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EKSR, as given in eq. (2.1), while the potential energy V contributes 

to the extent that the double commutator does not vanish. Writing 

*•?.» • • i 'i iw tH E fe^^ 
(4.3) 

V • i I v.. • i tv!. t. .T. 

where the isospin dependence is aede explicit, while v and V still 

depend on spin and orbital angular aoaentua as well as on position, 

it is straightforward to show that the isovector ENSR differs fro* 

the isoscalar one (which is known ' to be accurately given by 

eq. (2.1)) by the two tens 

(4.4) 

V-l5,»i-«j>ij-
,i-ejHtt«iVt'iV 

where the second correction involves a double anti-coaautator, which 

can be manipulated according to the identity 

{A,{I,C}} • [A,[>,C]J * 2 [AC.I] * 2I(A,C} (4.5) 

Using a foraula of Hoshinsky40^, it can be shown that 

*ft«> - *K™ -JW (*ij * fiAzu- 4eij <*-6) 

i»i}r • J c<aj.«u} • £ « j 4, [i^YC2)cSy).v(2)(?i3)j 

where 

and where the first of eqs.(4.6) Involves a tensor product. 
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Froa the experience of the CDS calculation, it is expected . 

that by far the dominant t e n in the correction to S will be that 

part of 4,S arising from the last tern in eq. (4.S). Thus AS Kill 

be approximated by 

(4.8) 

The ground state |0> will be taken to be an LS closed-shell haraonic-

oscillator Havefunction, with oscillator length parameter b and with 

isospin T«0. It is thus possible to replace the isospin factor in 

eq.(4.8) by it,.!,. Correlations are introduced by including a 

Jastrow correlation factor and evaluating to lowest cluster order. 

The correlation function is a medium-range one appropriate to tensor 

forces, and includes a tensor-correlation ten. For details of these 

ingredients of the calculation, the reader is referred toref. '. 

The computation was performed for 0, using the super-soft 

core potential, an oscillator parameter b-1.73 fa and a mean tensor 

correlation strength a » 0.08. The "classical", kinetic-energy 
•y 4 

anly, sua rule is S«2345,3» e fa . When central forces only are 

used to compute AS, with no correlations, the correction is 

1244.7 e*fa . This increases to 1643.2 * fa when the correlations 

are included. ' Introducing the tensor force, two additional 

corrections are obtained • an additional 25.0 * fa froa th* 

contribution of tensor correlations to th* triplet central fore*, 

and an additional 935.3 *2fa froa the tensor force with tensor 

correlations. The total AS*2«03.S * fa4 is seaowhat larger than 

th* original value sf S. 
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Thus the situation with the isovector GQR parallels that 

with the the isovector GDR - there is roughly a factor of 2 

enhanceaant of the classical ENSR, with 50% of the enhancement 

due to correlations, and 70% of the correlation contribution arising 

froa tensor-force effects. It does not appear unreasonable to 

anticip.ce that all isovector electric aultipolcs will exhibit 

siailar feature*, in so far as the EMSR is concerned. In this 

'connection, it is of soae interest that Lane and Mekjian ' estimate 

the enhancssjsnt of the isovector aonopole ENSR to be about 2/3 

that of the GDR. „ 

4.2 Quadrupole NEWSR. 

There is no aodel-independent estiaate of the NEMiR, as 

defined in eq. (4.1), and general argueents indicate that it will 

probably be dominated by long-range correlations. Both siaplified 

estimates of the type indicated above and aore detailed calculations 

suggest that the contribution of short-range correlations will be 

snail, enhancing the 0 GDR sun rule by about 12%, for instance. 

(In the absence of correlations, the haraonic-osciilator shell-aodel 

value of the NENSR is 14% above the experimental value, and the 

short-range-correlation contribution increases the discrepancy). 

The siaplest way to estiaate the effect of long-range correlati 

on the NENSR is by an RPA calculation, as applied to giant aonopole 

states in an earlier work • , which should be referred to for details 

of the atthod of computation. The particle-hole basis consists ot* 

all states of the appropriate spin and parity of lowest excitation 

energy relative to the closed-shell ground state, naaely 1 -flu for 



dipole (five states) and 2 flu for quadrupole l*ight states) 

431 excitations. The force used is the Kuo reaction aatrix , and 

the single-particle energy differences are coaputed froa the 

tuo-body aatrix elements using a Hartree-Fock formula. (This is not 

a coapletely self-consistent procedure, because the s.p. nave-

functions rime in pure oscillator states). All calculations were 

carried out for 0, and the results are displayed in table 1. 

For the isovector dipole, the strength i- -"-centroted in 

two high-energy states, and the NEhSR is decreased froa the unperturbtd 

value by 33%. Since such features as screening are expected to 

reduce tht effectiveness of the RPA, it seeas likely that long-

range correlation! of this type can explain th* discrepancy between 

the experimental data and the shell-aodel estimate, corrected 

for short-range correlations. It is also interesting to note that 

the isovector El centroid shifts froa 49 A" 1 / 3 MtV to ©0 A"1'3 MeV. 

For th* isoscalar quadrupole, the strength is concentrated 

in two low-lying states, and the NEnSR is enhanced over its 

unperturbed value by 41%. Notice that, for a doubly closed-shell 

nucleus like 0, there is no uftw aode, so the quadrupole node 

considered here should represent the GQR. (Th* observed low-lying 

-* states in 0 arc explained as arising froa very different, 

probably deformed, configuration)).) The isoscalar E2 centroid 

shifts froa » A ' 1 / 3 M*V to 56 A'"3.MeV. 

Finally th* isovector queanawle strength is concentri' ' 

in three high-lying states, and the NEkSK is decreased froa its 

unperturbed value by 1",. <s0nce again, a seai-ouaatitativ* reseablanoe 

is noted between the oehavior of different isovector electric multiplies). 
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The isovector E2 centroid shifts fron »9 A~ 1 / S to 101 A " 1 / 3 MeV. 

Having strength distributions of this kind, it is possible 

to coepare various differently-weighted sua rules, as sunaarized 

by Lane441. Defining 

"s ' I CEn-Eo)s|<n|H|0>|2 

1% ' JSPKT (4.9) 
E - V o 

it is found that the quadrupole energiesd,, t. and E are very 

close, differing by less than 1 MeV in the most extrene case. 

The values of S, which is a ejeasure of the spreading of the strength, 

are 3.2 MeV for the unperturbed quadrupole strength, 1.4 MeV for 

the RPA isoscalar quadrupole strength and 3.9 MeV for the RPA 

isovector quadrupole strength. Thus, the effect of the interactions 

is to push the isoscalar E2 down in energy and to concentrate it 

in a narrower region, but to push the isovector E2 up and to 

spread it a little anre. 

Mule the detailed numbers obtained here are probably not 

of particular significance, it is likely that the qualitative 

conclusions are valid. Isoyector electric aultipole strength is con

centrated at higher than the unperturbed energy, with the total strength 

being reduced by the effect of correlations, while isoscalar E2 

strength is concentrated below 3fcu, the total strength being 

considerably enhanced by correlations. 
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4.3 Experimental comparison. 

The experimental data surveyed in section 2 amy now be 

compared with siaple estimates cf the NENSR in order to obtain soae 

feeling for the significance of correlations in this connection. 

In accordance with the approach adopted throughout this paper, 

the strength will be classified into low-lying (Mm) strength and 

high-lying (2nu) strength, and the two groups coapared with one 

another and with sua-rule estimates. 

The harmonic-oscillator shell model value of the NEWSK for a 

doubly-closed-shell nucleus is easily evaluated by mains of a 

trick due to Mekjian . Since all intermediate states populated 

by the E2 operator are at a common excitation energy of 2Ku>, the 

EHSR is simply 2flu> tiaes the NEWSR. The Haailtoaian of,the pure 

oscillator shell model has a very simple potential energy term, which 

commutes exactly with the E2 operator. Thus 

T « =r- S • 1 25 . eTT 
2ic s * acr i6i! 
25 "> 2 2 (4.10) 

where b»«H/«u is the oscillator length parameter. Using the standard 

result «u> « 41A~1/3 MeV, it follows that b-A1/6rn.. The resulting 

estimate of the total 2ftu E2 strength is 

T * 32£- « : < r 2 >* 4 / 3 C4.ll) 

Table 2 contains a summary of the data on light nuclei, as 

discussed in section 2. Shown are the energy E £ which distinguishes 

between low-lying (below E£) and high-lying (above E ) strength, the 

total E: itrength observed and the portions seen above and below E , 

http://C4.ll
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the percentage of the ENSR m a and the uncorrelated shell-aodel 

estisat* »f an,. (4.11). The last-naaed gives a reasonable order 

of •agnitude for the total high-lying strength, though the 

undetected strength indicated by the sussing 30-70* of the EWSR 

prevents a fins csaaarison. In the oae case where alaost all of 

the m i has keen scan. 24Mg, the observed high-lying strength 

exceeds the shell-node1 value by 14%, giving scant support to the 

' idea that the GQR strength is enhanced over its unperturbed value. 

It nay be recalled that the RPA calculation in section 4.2 

pr:Juced a 40% enhancement of the isoscalar quadrupole strength 

in 0, while the particle-vibration-coupling perturbation-theory 

approach produces an enhancement of the order of several percent 

(assuming the average separation of low-lying states AE to be 

about one-tenth of the GQR energy fift and the ratio of total 

unperturbed low-lying to high-lying strength to be about 

one quarter). 

Recalling that heavier nuclei generally reveal a higher 

percentage of the EWSR actually detected at high energies, even 

reaching 100% forA*>140 and that they generally have only one 

low-lying state with a strong E2 transition to the 0 ground state, 

it seeaa likely that the bulk of nuclei can be described in terns 

of a simplified strength distribution, and this will be elucidated 

•ore fully in the next section. 
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5. Survey of E2 strength in even-even nuclei. 

On the basis of the regularities pointed out in proceeding 

sections, the very extensive data, oa E2 transitions in even-even 

nuclei can now be studied systematically, subject to the following 

very reasonable simplifying assuaptions: 

(i) Only two E2 transitions from the ground state need to 

be considered - that to the first excited 2* state, and that to the 

GQR. This nay be a slight oversimplification for doubly-magic 

nuclei, but for essentially all other nuclei it is an excellent 

approximation. 

Cii) All nuclei have a GQR at an excitation energy of 63A ' 

MeV, exhausting 951 of the ENSR. The transition strength to this 

state from the ground state is then.95SA1/3/63. The data on light 

nuclei cannot be said to bear this out very precisely, but the 

facts that the GQR in such nuclei seems to appear at lower energy 

and to take up less of the EWSR tend to compensate one another 

and leave the strength estimate quite reliable. For heavier nuclei 

the approximation should be a good one. 

(iii) In nuclei with a neutron excess, and hence with a non

zero ground-state isospin, the isovector E2 operator can contribute 

to transitions between states of the same isospin. Since it tends 

to interfere destructively with the isoscalar E2 operator, the 

observed transition from the ground state to the first excited ?* 

state is in fact somewhat weaker than the pure isoscalar strength. 

Two extreme estimates are possible - zero isovector contribution 

or a totally coherent isovector contribution 
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N-Z i.e. the isovector amplitude is precisely — — times the isoscalar 

amplitude. The average of these two extremes will be taken, so 

N-Z 2 that the observed E2 strength is CI - 55-) times the isoscalar 

E2 strength. Since the correction is, in any case, not very large 

this should be a reasonable approximation, and will certainly give 

a credible qualitative description. 

On the basis of these assumptions, the following deductions 

can be made 

Tj - .9SS/63A*1'3 - .31Ai t2tm* (5.2) 

where T- ii the total E2 transition strength froa ground to the 

GQR and where the nuclear root-nean-squared radius has been taken 

to be A fa, a fair approximation. This is 254 acre than the 

siaple shell-aodal estimate of eq.(4.11), which aay be takea as an 

indication of the importance of long-range correlations in 

enhancing the transition. It is also an indication that the particie-

vibration-coupling picture, when treated to lowest order in 

perturbation theory, badly underestimatesthis enhancement (see the 

end of section 4.3). In terns of single-particle units, 

I t • .30A4/J e:fa4, the strength T ; is A
2'3 s.p.u. This aay 

possibly ke regarded as being suggestive of a surface phenoaenon. 

The ratio of the E2 transition strength froa ground to the 

GQR and to the first excited 2 state is given by 

R • [T,/l(E2,0*-2j:j (1 - 2£'): 

, (5.3) 
• o.o7i(A*::r/i(E2+) 



and this can no* be evaluated purely fro* observed transition 

strengths for the first excited 2* states-in nuclei. Such an 

evaluation has been carried out using B(E2}'s tabulated in the 
46) 

literature , supplemented by individual aeasureaents reported 

both in the primary literature and in various conference proceedings. 

Since only a qualitative picture is desired here, no effort has 

been nade to coapile an exhaustive collection of 8(E2) values, nor 

has any critical evaluation of the data been carried out. For the 

saae reason, a complete listing of sources is not supplied • it is 

the overall pattern that is of significance here rather than 

individual measurements. 

S.l Empirical values of the ratio R. 

The results of this evaluation are presented in figs. 2 and 3. 

Fig. 2 shows the ratio R in the (N,2) plane, as a function of 

even neutron and proton number. At each point (N,Z) for which a 

measurement of the lowest B(E2J exists, and for which a value of R 

can thus be computed, there is displayed one of five symbols Cdots 

of increasing siiej, according to the range of values within which 

R falls. A large dot indicates a large value of R (.for which the 

CQR strength dominates); a small dot indicates a small value of R 

(for which the 2 J strength dominates}. Even a quick glance at the 

figure indicates that the largest dots are rare, and are coacantratad 

near aagic numbers; that the saalleat dots are coaaiderably ear* 

numerous, and are concentrated well away froa aagic numbers, in the 

regions of deformation; and that by far the most frequent dots are 

those of medium site for which the GQfi strength differs froa the 2j 
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strength by at aost a factor of two. 

The saae data is aore compactly displayed in the histograa 

shoMi in fig. 3. Here are shown the nuaber of nuclei for which the 

value of R falls within certain ranges. The abscissae 

have a different scale above and below the "break-even" point R-l. 

Of the 237 nuclei shown, 60 have aore E2 strength froa ground to 

the CQR than to the first excited 2* state; for the remaining 177 

there is aore strength to the 2^ than to the SQR. Soae other simple 

observations any help to clarify the situation. In only S nuclei 

(t2t) is aore than 80V of the isoscaiar E2 strength in the CQR; 

while in 65 nuclei (>27t) aore than 80% of the isoscaiar E2 strength 

is in the first excited 2* state. In 96 nuclei 041*), between 33% 

and 67% of the isoscaiar E2 strength is in each of the two states. 

Certain conclusions deaand to be drawn froa the data. One is 

an aausing coefiraation of the suggestion that there exists a 

471 
heraitian step operator ' leading froa the ground state to the 

first excited state of collective nuclei. In the strongly-deformed 

nuclei, the electric quadrupole operator itself plays the role of 

such a step operator, since, when operating on the ground state of 

the nucleus it produces a state with 90% or more overlap with the 

first excited state. This step-up nature persists to only a snail 

degree beyond the first excited state, with M(.E2)|2j*> having a 

little aore than 50% overlap with i*j*> within the standard 

rotational aodcl. 

Secondly, it is not reasonable to represent the CQR as the 

state produced by operating on the ground state with the isoscular 
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electric quadrupole operator 

|GQR> i M (E2)|0> //T (R.4) 

with T defined ia eq. (4.1). This has been a popular simplification, 

but the present analysis shows that it is unjustified in the vast 

majority of nuclei, for which the right-hand side of eq. (5.4) has 

an overlap with the state |2 > of several tens of percent, at least. 

Even in the vicinity of doubly-closed shells, this approximate 

representation is in error by soae tens of percent, if |0> represents 

the real nuclear ground-state wave function. It would s e » to be 

reasonable to proceed in analogy with the Uossalar monopole case, 

where the corresponding operator has a non-vanishing matrix element 

froa the ground state to the ground state. This diagonal matrix 

element is much larger than the off-diagonal ones, and is explicitly 

excluded from the sum rules and from the simple definition, similar 

to eq. (5.4), of the giant monopole resonance. The analogous 

procedure here would be to define 

|GQR> « M(E2)|0> - <2j|M(E2)|0>.|2j> (S.S) 

with a mean energy (or centroid) 

E s • p r - v »**> »"*•>, (s.6, 
w< K • T - »(E2, 0*2p 

There is a well-known correlation ' between the energy of 

the lowest 2* state in even-even nuclei and the l(E2) froa that state 

to ground. This sane correlation shows up here between the excitation 

energy E(2t) and the ratio R, and can be roughly represented by the 

simple proportionality S»ll El2j)/**i. (The correlation coefficient 

between E(2!) and R is 0.35, for the data presented here). 
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5.2 Extended schematic model. 

Considerable insight iato th* nature of low-lying collective 

states in nuclei k u k m derived from the higly-sinplified but 

surprisingly successful schematic modal of grown and Bolsterli , 

which Is quite similar ia soa* of its basic premises to the 

vibrational aedel ef tear and Mottelson sketched in section 3. 

It turns out to be feasible to extend th* aodel slightly in such a 

way as to produce a reaarkably close simulation of the experimental 

data as presented in th* previous subsection. 

tt is assuaed that there exists a certain finite sat of 

unperturbed states which ax* aimed by an interaction, thus producing 

the observed excited states of interest. Ia th* simplest approach, 

denoted TDA her* by analogy with th* particular case of particle-hole 

states, the interaction is diagonaliied in the space spanned by the 

unperturbed states. Ia a aore sophisticated approach, which will 

be favoured here and denoted RM, an cquations-of -notion aethod is 

used to geaerate a sat of aquations of th* structure familiar fron 

the particle-hole RPA. In both approaches, the resulting equations 

becoae easily soluble when it is assuaed that the interaction is 

separable. The schematic aodel is defined by the specific assumption 

that the aatrix element of the interaction between any two unperturbed 

statea is proportional to th* product of the aaplitudes for excitation 

Of th* two state* froa th* ground state via the appropriate aultipole 

operator, 

(i|V|j) « XD* D. 
1 J CS.71 

Dj • Ul»|0) 
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where i,j label unperturbed states, 8 is the transition operator 

and A is a strength parameter, positive for .a repulsive interaction 

and negative for an attractive interaction. It is usually further 

assumed that all the unpertubed states of interest are degenerate 

in energy. 

The results of the schematic aodel are well known '. In both 

TDA and RPA, a single coherent state peels off fron the cluap of 

unperturbed states, upward in energy if the interaction is repulsive, 

downward if attractive, and absorbs all the transition strength fron 

the ground state of the nultipole operator 6. For • strong enough 

attraction, the "excited" state so generated drops below the 

ground state, indicating an instability of the nucleus to the 

nultipole aode considered. The force strength A required to produce 

such an instability is snaller in RPA than in TDA. In TDA, the 

NENM is conserved (reaains the sane as the unperturbed NEKSR), 

while the ENSR changes so that the ratio ENSR/NENSft equals the 

energy of the collective state. In RPA, the ENSK is conserved 

while the NENSX changes so that again the collective energy equals 

the ratio of the sua rules. Since the whole of the current discussion 

has involved a frsaowark in which the ENSR is fixed once and for all, 

while non-energy-weighted transition strengths are enhanced or daaped, 

the RPA approach seeas the aore natural one to use. 

The sole difference between the usual scheaatic aodel and the 

extended scheaatic aodel now introduced is that in the latter the 

unperturbed states fall into two degenerate groups, separated in 

energy, the lower group at unperturbed energy 6, the upper at e,. 

The corresponding tetal unperturbed transition strengths are denoted 
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T, and T,. The results of the calculation are as Bight be 

anticipated - two collective states peel off, one fro* each 

unperturbed group, both downwards or both upwards, according to 

the sign of the interaction, and absorbing between then the total 

transition strength from the ground state. The lower collective 

state, at energy E,, has total transition strength S,, while the 

higher collective state, at energy E,, has total transition strength 

•S,. Of particular interest are the enhanccKent factors 1/Tj-and 

S2/T2, and the enhancement of the NEWS*.,
 tSl*S2)/CT,vr2). 
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The details of the calculation are completely standard ', 

and will not be repeated here. Soae of the intermediate steps will 

be indicated in order to facilitate the discussion. The RPA 

equations, simplified by the schematic model assumptions, produce 

the dispersion equation 

i-»-J* <*•« 
E *C. E -C-

which must be solved to obtain the (two) eigenvalues E. In the 

usual schematic model, there is only one term on the right-hand side 

of eq. (5.1), producing the single energy 

I » ifeMXeT (S.9) 

where the tilde distinguishes the usual from the extended schematic 

model. The dispersion equation (S.») is equivalent to the 

diagoMlizatlom of the 2x2 matrix 

e{*2Ae,Tj :Ai/Cje,TJfj 

, " * I (5.10) 
iWtj j jT^ e;*2Xe,T2 
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with the eigenvalues being denoted ET. The treatment of each of the. 

two group* of unperturbed states separately ia the schematic aodcl 

would be equivalent to replacing the off-diagonal element of th* 

matrix (5.10) by zero. Thus th* significant effect here is that 

of the coupling of the upper to the lower states on the perturbed 

energies and transition strengths. 

It is convenient to introduce the auxiliary variables 

ui ' 2Xci Ti 

v. • M . S. 

(5.11) 

.50) Then the usual RPA formula for the transition strength, together 

with the usual RPA normalization condition, can be manipulated to 

produce 

1 v̂-CET-ep 

and the dispersion equation (S.t) is then 

(5.12) 

/ EJ - tj 

E, - e. 

(5.13) 

la order to use the extended schematic aodel to obtain sow 

insight into the experimental data on isoscalar quadrupole strength, 

the following procedure was adopted. The strength A was taken to 

have saa* unknown fixed value. The unperturbed energy of the upper 
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group of states Mas fixed at e,»2*u, the energy of the upper collective 

state at E,«1.5 *> (or about 62 A*1'3 MeV). The energy of the 

lower collective state was chosen to be representative of typical 2j 

excitation nergies - E >.5flu> for closed-shell nuclei, Ej».Wu for 

vibrational nuclei and E.'.Ol Hui for rotational nuclei. Similarly, 

the unperturbed energy of the lover group of states was taken to 

be e,».2S-flu for open-shell nuclei, e.'.55 flu (soaewhat arbitrarily) 

for closed-shell nuclei. With these four energies dettrained, eq. 

(5.13) was solved for u,, from which T. could be deduced (in units 

of-ffui/2A) as T,»u./£,. Then eq. (5.12) was used to obtain Vj, and 

hence S, (in the saae units) as S. > v./E.. Finally, various ratios 

cf transition strengths were evaluated. The effect of the coupling 

between upper and lower states could be studied by substituting 

u, into eq. (5.9) to get tj and evaluating S.'e.Tj/Ej. 

(i) "closed-shell" nuclei - the unperturbed transition 

strength reposes 95% in the upper group of levels, with 55* of this 

strength remaining in the upper collective state after switching on 

the interaction. This is a fair representation of the observed 

experimental sitaatioa. The transition strength to the lower state 

is enhanced by a factor of 4, in fair agreement with the Bohr-

Mettelson perturbation-theory estimate aad with eapirical effective 

charges, while the upper strength is enhanced by 2St. 

This last is coadexably larger than the perturbation-theory estimate 

and a little smaller than the 1 60 RPA calculation of section 4.2. 

The total N O W ia enhanced by 42V When the coupling of upper to 

lower states is switched off, the perturbed energies change only a 

little (to .521k> and 1.49 * • ) , but the enhancement of the lower 
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strength drape to only 5%, that of the upper strength increases 

to 34% (in even batter agneaent with the U 0 W A calculation), 

and the total M n M is increased by only 32%. The effect of the 

coupling is seen to be significant for the degree of enhancenent 

of the lower strength, bat is reasonably well treated by pert-irbation 

theory. 

(ii) "vibrational" nuclei - the unperturbed transition 

strength is M % in the upper group of states, with 55* regaining 

in the upper collective state in the presence of the interaction, 

again a fair representation of the eapirical situation. The 

transition; strength to the lower state is enhanced by a factor 

of ». that to the upper state by 2 M , and the total N M M by a 

factor of 2. Without the coupling between the two sets.of states, 

the energies again shift only a little (t° .l»*»and l.'49Ku, the 

forner being a sizeable change}, the lower strength enhancoaeat 

falls to 37%, the upper strength enhanceajant cliaee to 34%, and 

the total NEW*, enhancoaent drops to 34%. Once again, the coupling 

is significant, particularly for the enhanceaeat of the lower 

strength, and is no longer well reproduced by perturbation theory. 

till] • "rotational" nuclei - the unperturbed transition 

strength is 17% in the upper states, but only 9% of the strength 

renains there when the interaction is switched on, again a good 

representation of the data. The transition strength to the lower 

state is enhanced by a factor of M (!), that M the upper state by 21% 

and the total NtKSK by a factor of 12. In the absence of coupling 

between upper 2ad lower states, one of the energies shifts draaatically 

i.to .17-nu,, the other to l.J»-tlv), the lower strength enhanceasnt 
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is reduced to 50%, the upper strength enhancement is increased to 

54*, and the NEWS* enhancement falls to 56*. 

A first reaction is that the extended schematic model 

does a dramatically good job of reproducing, almost quantitatively, 

the major trends of the observed experimental data. The low-lying 

collective state is clearly close to instability, while the upper 

state, which is "sandwiched" between the two groups of unperturbed 

states, is essentially unaffected by the remarkable changes in the 

"low-lying 2*", exactly as suggested by Bohr and Hottelson. How 

close the system is to instability may be investigated by studying 

the effect of small changes in the strength parameter X. With 

c,*.2S1Iu, e,*2K<D, Ej'l.MCu, the behavior of E, was conputed as a 

function of X , with the ratio VT-> adjusted to keep E, fixed. 

An increase in absolute magnitude of X (which is negative) by less 

than 5* is sufficient to bring Ej from .Htu, the "vibrational" 

value, to zero. If the ratio l/T., is kept fixed, thus alllowing 

E, to vary by up to .05 liiu, then an increase of 9* in the absolute 

value of X reduces E. from the "vibrational" . 1 flu to the 

•rotational" .01Hu. The same effect can be obtained for fixed X 

by varying the ratio '/T, by 54. The system is clearly on the brink 

of instability. 

A further indication of the surprising aptness of the mouei 

is supplied by the correlation between E. and R = ".'si. commented 

on in the previous subsection. Fig. 4 displays a scatter plot of 

observed pairs of values (E..RJ, together with the best-fit straight 

line. Also shown are curves of R versus E, as produced by the 

extended schematic model for various values of ;,, always keeping 
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E7»l.51Su and ^ " - **>• 'n,,it curves clearly display the observed 

shape of the experimental trend and suggest the possibility of a 

close correspondence between the value of R(E.) and the unperturbed 

(shell-model) level energies. 

Clearly the aost significant aspect of the extended 

schematic model's reproduction of the basic features of the 

experimental data is the vital importance of the coupling between 

upper and lower states and possibly even the transition to the 

rotational limit. It is noteworthy that the enhancement of the 

lower transition strength does not imply a compensating reduction 

of the upper strength. On the contrary, the latter is also 

enhanced* though the enhancement is somewhat reduced by the coupling. 

3.3 The isovector case. 

It is instructive to consider the predictions of the 

extended schematic model for the case of a repulsive interaction, 

as would be appropriate for isovector states. Here both "collective" 

states move upwards in energy with the lower state remaining 

trapped between the two groups of unperturbed states. Once again, 

the question of interest is the behavior of the transition strength. 

Two cases were computed, one with the lower unperturbed 

energy at c ».2S fm with the unperturbed strength ratio V T , « 0 . 1 5 

(the starting situation in the isoscalar case for vibrational 

and rotational nuclei), the second with £,*.55 4h> and 1/T,»0.06 

i.the starting situation in the isoscaiar case for closed shell 

nuclei). In both cases, the upper state was taken to shift from 

•:,•:-liw to E,«3Hui. The extended schematic modal produced 

essentially the same results for both cases • the lower state 
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is shifted upwards by roughly .05-Bw and retains less than 3% 

of the total transition strength. The transition strength to 

the lower state is reduced.by nore than 15%, that to the upper state 

by 32%, sad the NEWS*, by sore than 35%. This NEMSR reduction is 

considerably larger than that obtained in the RPA calculation of 

section 4.2, resembling aorc the result obtained there for the 

GDR. However, the qualitative behavior is siailar. If the coupling 

between upper and lower states is switched off, then the lower state 

is shifted upwards twice as much, the transition strength to the 

lower state is reduced by only 10 to 35% Cretaining about 10% of 

the total strength}, but all other features remain such the saae. 

The picture obtained is consistent both with the 

experimental data, to the extent that it exists, and with the behavior 

of the GDR. Very little transition strength is left at low energies, 

alaost all the strength being concentrated in the isovector giant reso

nance with the strong likelihood of a high-energy tail, given the 

enhancement of the ENSR and the exaaple of the photo-absorption 

data. It has, in fact, been suggested' that as such as half the 

enhanceaent of the photo-absorption cross-section beyond the GDR 

could be due to isovector quadrupole strength. However, given the 

likelihood of large-scale cancellations3 between multipoles higher 

than the dipole and corrections to the long-wavelength limit of the 

dipole operator, this conclusion aay be soaewhat suspect. 

!i.4 The isoscalar ouadrupolo NEWSR revisited 

The NEHSR defined in eq.14.1) suns the total transition 

strength froa the ground state of the nucleus to all possible final 
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states. It has been seen that this transition strength falls into 

two distinct groups for the isoscalar case, a low-lying strength con- • 

centrated essentially in the lowest 2* state, and a high-lying strength 

concentrated in the Qd/k. The latter behaves smoothly, as shorn in 

eq.(5.2), while the former, shows very strong shell effects and the 

effect of instability against deformation. The expression of the 

NENSR as a ground-state expectation value of a. oner plus two-body 

operator includes the sun of both groups of strength. A reasonable 

estimate of the experimental NENSR can be obtained by sunning the GQR 

contribution, evaluated from eq.(5.2), and the transition strength to 

the first excited 2* state, perhaps supplemented in special cases by 

an additional strong low-lying transition. 

It is clear that a calculation of the,theoretical NENSR 

will bo dominated by different effects, depending on the nucleus con

sidered. Neardoubly-nagic nuclei, the GQR will dominate and the NENSR 

will be governed by the type of long-range correlations associated 

with collective vibrational notion, reasonably well handled by an RPA 

type of calculation and producing a 25". enhancement of the shell-model 

NENSR. In the regime of rotational nuclei, the NENSR will be governed 

aainly by the ground-state-band transition, and hence by the type of 

correlations responsible for the onset of deforaation, and will be 

enhanced dramatically over the shell-model NENSR. In all other nuclei, 

there will be roughly equal influence on the NENSR from both groups 

of transitions, and the computational complexity may be expected to be 

considerable. 

An indication of the importance of correlations in the NENSR 

is obtained by comparing the empirical values with those obtained from 

a simple, non-interacting single-particle iwusi. One such estiaate is 
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given in eq.(4.11), and using <r >^ = A ' fa, it aay be rewritten 

NEWS* » 0.2SA: e2fn4 (5.14) 

This shell-aodel ostiaate includes the effect of Pauli correlations, 

which enter via a two body exchange tea. An alternative cstiaate 

night be obtained freaj a fenai-gas model. The dominant one-body 

t e n is given by the ground-state nimjnt <r4>, and the two-body 

exchange t e n ia difficult to conpute analytically. If it siaply 

. has the effect ef multiplying the leading tern by a constant 

reduction factor, which is the fact for the dipole case, then the 

fcrni-gas estinate is 

NEWSR * * fgy A<r4> (5.IS) 

where K is a nunber less than, but of the order of, unity. 

A reasonable representation of <r4> is given by <r4>1/4M.07A1/,'fn, 

so that the fermi-gas estinate becomes 

NWB»»0.13e A 7 / i e2fa4 (S.16) 

which has a soaswhat different A dependence Iron eq. (S.14). 

With K %l/2 and AM2S, the femi-gas estinate is about 30* higher 

than the oscillator shell-aodel value. The latter is probably 

to be preferred, being based on a soacwhat nore realistic model 

which is aore closely suited to empirical estimates of such quantities 

as <r > and <r >. 

6. Summary and conclusions. 

A broad survey has been given ot* measurements or E : 

strength in light, self-conjugate, even-even nuclei, from which 
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certain general conclusions can be drawn. Much of the isoscalar 

E2 strength in these nuclei has net yet been seen, but what there 

is falls into two fairly Mil-distinguished classes - Ion-lying 

strength exhausting only a snail part of the EM*, and friaatrcoti 

high-lying strength which becomes nore connect Kith increasing 

aass number and begins to reseakle a veil-defined GQR at the 

upper range of the nuclei considered (AMO). Although the upper 

strength deainates the EHSR, the, loner states contain aost of 

the NENM in nil but the doubly-magic nuclei, a feature which 

is not found in the prototype CD*. 

The standard. Qualitative description of the high-energy 

quadrupole node, due to tear and Nettelson, has been suasiarised 

in a slightly unconventional form, anphasiiing the role played 

by energy-weighted sua rules, which have the effect of singling 

out the high-energy node even when low-energy transitions are very 

strong. The coupling between high- and low-energy nodes, treated 

as usual in perturbation theory, is shown to lead to sizeable 

enhanceaent of the low-lying nodes and a snail enhancement of the 

high-lying mode. 

The quadrupole sua rules have been considered, with 

particular reference to the aodel-dependent ones. Unlike the 

andel-independent isoscalar EhSR, the isovector quadrupole ENSR is 

shown to have a aodel-dependent enhanceaent of the sane order as 

the GOR, naaeiy a factor of about :. The ouadrupole NENSR, investigated 

via RPA calculations, is shown to be enhanced, by suae tens of 

percent in the isoscalar case, reduced by somewhat less in the 

isovector case. There is only weak experimental evidence for this 

effect. 
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Oa the basis of the systematica sketched above, the 

known experimental data oa EZ traasitioas to low-lying states 

were used to aetata aa eaplrieal picture of the relative distribution 

of quadrupole strength ia nuclei, usiag aa aaalysis based on the 

following simplifying assuaptioas. All E2 strength froa the ground 

Mat* feea either to the first excited 2* state or to a GQR, at 

*3A"1/J HaV, which exhausts »S\ of the EMM. The observed EZ 

strength is assuaed to have a destructively interfering isovector 

contribution (proportional to ^ ) with half the aaplitude of 

a totally coherent component. It is found that the vast majority 

of nuclei ahaie the E2 strength roughly equally between the 2j and 

the GQR, with a very feu logic nuclei having aost of the strength 

in the GQR, and the rotational nuclei hiving alaost all the 

strength ia the 2j state. For deforaed nuclei, the isoscalar E2 

operator is approximately a heraitian step operator froa the ground 

to the first excited state. The anticipated correlation between 

the energy of the first 2* state and the ratio of the GQR. to 2^ 

strength is clearly observed in the data. 

Perhaps surprisingly, all the features of the data surveyed 

above are reproduced by a slightly-extended version of the well-

known schematic aodel, in which two sets of degenerate states, well 

separated in energy, are aixed by a separable interaction proportional 

to the aultipole excitation amplitudes of the states. The coupling 

between the upper aad lower states turns out to be of vital importance 

ia preeuclag the oooorvod eaaaaceaeat of the low-lyiag transitions 

aad the transition to the rotational liait, well beyond the 

applicability of the standard perturbation-theory approach to the 
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coupling. Th* aaalicatica *jf th* an**l t* th* is*«*ctor case 

anaW*» twtatmUt results wfeick one* again ^suable stroafly the 

MINBMMB <•*. 

Out laalicntioa *f these systeaatics is that the NEKS* 

is ilani anted by different types of correlations i* different nuclei, 

depending on whether th* GOjh or the lowest 2*,or neither, plays 

th* major role in E2 transitions froa ground. 

It is clear froa this discussion that there is no single 

yardstick for giant resonance behaviour. The deteraining 

characteristics of the GDR - universality, saoothaess and exhaustion 

of the ground-state transition strength - are probably coanon to 

all i»ovector electric nultipoles, which appear to resemble on* 

another quite closely. On the other hand, th* isoscalar electric 

quadrupole resonance has only th* first two characteristics -

universality and saoothness - while conceding auch, if not the 

bulk, of the ground-state transition strength to the lowest excited 

2* state. (Because of its auch higher energy, it still dominates the 

EM*.). As a result, it is not justified to represent the isoscalar 

GOjR approxinately by the fora 9|0>, where 9 is the transition operator 

and |0> the nuclear ground state, while this representation remains 

good for the isovector GQR. The centroid of isoscalar £2 strength 

in most nuclei will be far below the energy of the isoscalar Gq*, 

while such prescriptions at£3 of eq. (4.9) will be auch clour to 

the Gq*. peak, though they could be considerably distorted by the 

presence of a high-energy tail. 

Thus the isoscalar electric giant resonances have a 

different character froa th* isovector electric giant resonances. 
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(It is of SOB* interest in this connection that the isoscalar electric 

octopole is eve* aore coaplex than the quadrupole, having the 

strength split into three competing groups3 . An analysis of the 

octopole case siailar to the present quadrupole analysis is now under 

way). There is every reason to anticipate that the aagnetic 

resonances Mill behave differently froa either, as is already indicated 

by the existing experimental data9 . It is probably reasonable 

to expect giant resonances within the sane class (isoscalar versus 

isovector, electric versus nagnetic) to behave in a roughly 

uniform fashion, but there are qualitative differences between 

classes, and one should be wary about transplanting descriptions 

or techniques of analysis froa one class to another. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1: TII—I r y of data oa isoscalar Et strength in Hg. The 

transition strength to ground l(E2+) is shown as a function 

of excitation energy. A bar on the top of a line indicates 

that the observed strength has been reduced by a factor of 

2 for ease of display (except for the first transition, at 

1.37 MeV, which has been reduced by a factor of 20). The 

cross-hatched areas and the dashed curves in parts (b), 

(c) and (d) represent saeared-out strength distributions 

on an arbitrary vertical scale. The sources of the data 

are: (a) solid lines, ref. ' ; dashed lines, Bertrand 

et al.l8); (b) solid lines, ref.20'; dashed curve, ref.19); 

22) cross-hatched block, electrofission ; arrows denote sub-

12 12 23) 

Coulomb O C resonances ; (c) solid lines, Singh 

and Vang18'; dashed curve, Bauer et al.18'; (d) solid 

lines, ref.21'; dashed lines, Yang et al.18). 

Fig. 2: The ratio R of isoscalar E2 transition strength from the 

GQR to that fro* the lowest 2* state as a function of 

(even) neutron number N and (even) proton nuaber :. Magic 

nuabers are indicated by lines. Each black dot, according 

to its size, syabolizes a range of values of R, as given 

by the key on the figure. 

Fig. 3: Histogram of frequency of occurrence of particular values 

of the ratio R • GQR strength/strength of 2? state. The 

scale of the abscissae changes at the "break-even point" 

R.» 1. 
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Fig. 4: logarithaic scatter plot of the ratio R • GQ*. strength/ 

strength pf 2j state, versus the excitation energy of the 

2\ state in units of the oscillator shell spacing Ha. The 

straight line is R < 11 EC2p/«u; the dashed lines, labelled 

with values of e./Wu, are the results of the extended 

schematic aodel, as described in the text. 
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